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Abstract. Using WiFi signals for indoor localization is the main lo-
calization modality of the existing personal indoor localization systems
operating on mobile devices. WiFi fingerprinting is also used for mobile
robots, as WiFi signals are usually available indoors and can provide
rough initial position estimate or can be used together with other posi-
tioning systems. Currently, the best solutions rely on filtering, manual
data analysis, and time-consuming parameter tuning to achieve reliable
and accurate localization. In this work, we propose to use deep neural
networks to significantly lower the work-force burden of the localization
system design, while still achieving satisfactory results. Assuming the
state-of-the-art hierarchical approach, we employ the DNN system for
building/floor classification. We show that stacked autoencoders allow
to efficiently reduce the feature space in order to achieve robust and pre-
cise classification. The proposed architecture is verified on the publicly
available UJIIndoorLoc dataset and the results are compared with other
solutions.
Keywords: WiFi, fingerprinting, indoor localization, deep neural net-
works
1 Introduction
Indoor localization is a challenging task and there exist no universal solution for
all possible applications. External infrastructure, such as networked cameras, is
efficient for localization in limited areas [1]. In large buildings the most precise
agent’s pose estimates are obtained with laser scanners [2], passive cameras [3]
or active RGB-D sensors [4]. Using these sensors it is possible to simultaneously
localize the agent and build a map of the environment, solving the Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem. Unfortunately, laser scanners are
expensive, whereas processing camera or RGB-D images is computationally de-
manding, and requires a sophisticated processing pipeline to achieve satisfactory
results [5]. In SLAM we assume that no a priori information about the building
structure is available. However, in practical applications building floor plans can
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be often gathered prior to the operation of the localization system. Having an
access to a priori map enables us to use WiFi signal information for indoor lo-
calization. Nowadays, WiFi networks are ubiquitous in public buildings, offices,
shopping malls, etc. Moreover, almost every mobile robot is equipped with a
WiFi adapter used for connecting with the Internet or for remote operation.
These adapters are also commonly available in mobile phones and tablets that
may be used for personal indoor localization [6]. Therefore, WiFi information
can be exploited to provide rough, global position estimates, without additional
costs of exteroceptive sensors. One important issue that prevents wider adoption
of this solution for indoor localization is the need to survey the entire environ-
ment for a WiFi signal strength map prior to the operation of the localization
system. Thus, in this paper, we investigate if deep learning – a recent and power-
ful machine learning paradigm can provide a global location recognition solution
from WiFi data on a sparse map of scans, and at a significantly reduced effort
for manual tuning.
2 Related work
Indoor localization with WiFi for mobile robots is an old idea [7], that was proved
to be effective in systems using particle filtering approaches and joining WiFi lo-
calization with odometry readings [8]. Possible application environments include
buildings with existing WiFi infrastructure where other solutions are too expen-
sive or yet not reliable enough, i.e. for refinery inspection [9]. Although the most
advanced WiFi systems are used for personal indoor localization with mobile
devices (smartphones) in order to provide efficient navigation inside buildings
and allow to gather statistical information about the movement of clients inside
shopping malls, airports, etc.
The typical WiFi scan taken using a mobile device or WiFi adapter in mobile
robot contains the names of observed WiFi networks, their MAC addresses and
corresponding signal strengths in dBm. Methods to estimate position can be
divided into two groups: WiFi ranging [10] and WiFi fingerprinting [11]. In WiFi
ranging, the properties of WiFi signal wave are exploited to directly estimate
the distance to the access points (APs). These solutions work with clear line-of-
sight but are impractical inside buildings due to multiple signal occlusions, wall
reflections and overall influence of people. WiFi fingerprinting methods focus on
efficiently comparing achieved WiFi scans to the prerecorded database of scans
inside buildings and thus are more robust to local signal disturbances.
The processing pipeline for indoor localization systems (ILS) using WiFi
fingerprinting is presented based on systems taking part in annual smartphone-
based localization challenge at Indoor Positioning and Indoor Navigation con-
ference [12]. The current state-of-the-art WiFi fingerprinting methods assume
hierarchical approach to indoor localization, where the captured scan is at first
used to precisely estimate the building where the user is located. The most com-
mon solution is to associate each Access Point to the building based where the
strongest signal of that network was observed in the recorded database. Dur-
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ing localization, each network in WiFi scan is analyzed and building is located
based on simple voting for each network. Similar procedures are then proposed
to estimate proper floor inside the building. The building and floor are usually
correctly predicted in 85%− 95% of cases [12].
The golden standard of estimating user’s position in the recognized floor is
to use kNN (k nearest neighbors) [11] approach, where k scans that are the
most similar to the analyzed WiFi scan are queried from the database and their
positions are averaged to achieve the position estimate. A modified approach
is to use weighted kNN [13], where the final location is computed similar to
kNN, but each queried scan is weighted by the similarity to the current scan.
Unfortunately, a dense and precise radio map of WiFi scans recorded every 1−1.5
m in the environment is needed to achieve precise localization. The acquisition
process is time-consuming and the kNN or wkNN algorithm is usually tuned
in grid parameter search suited to work in the chosen building [14]. Also, a
time-consuming process of data analysis is necessary to filter challenging data
to increase system precision.
Those solutions are difficult to tune in a case of a larger building and if
a large amount of data is available. Nowadays, the growing amount of avail-
able data is caused by the popularity of mobile devices equipped with WiFi
adapters. Therefore, machine learning approaches are a promising solution due
to less parameter tuning and better scalability in larger environments. In recent
works, random forests [15,16] were already applied with some success. To the
best knowledge of the authors, this article is the first presenting the use of deep
neural networks (DNN) for WiFi fingerprinting, while the use of DNN for Ultra
Wide Band (UWB) data on a carefully recorded dataset is also a very recent
idea [17].
Therefore, we propose to use deep neural networks with efficient stacked
autoencoders [18] to reduce feature dimensionality and to take advantage of a
large amount of gathered data. We propose DNN approach for floor and building
classification problem and evaluate our system on publicly available data. We
believe that DNN approach can reduce the necessary workforce needed to tune
WiFi systems and will encourage to use WiFi localization subsystems in mobile
robots.
In chapter 3 we present a detailed architecture of our system. The system
introduction is followed by a presentation of experimental data in chapter 4 that
is used for the evaluation performed in chapter 5. Finally, the conclusions are
drawn in chapter 6.
3 Low-effort place recognition with deep learning
Recent developments in the field of deep neural networks revolutionized image
analysis achieving better results than previous state-of-the-art algorithms. The
requirement is that a large database of training samples has to be available. Luck-
ily, gathering a large amount of WiFi scans in the environment is feasible as it is
possible by means of crowdsourcing. The rise of deep neural network popularity
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can be also attributed to increased GPU processing capabilities and emergence
of high-level DNN libraries that ease implementation of complex ideas.
In our DNN approach, we also employ the hierarchical approach as in state-
of-the-art systems [12]. We propose a classification DNN with autoencoders to
predict floor and building based on a single scan. We will shortly present used
architectures of DNNs.
Fig. 1. Stacked autoencoder (SAE) used in DNN to determine floor and building. The
input to SAE are signal strengths detected in a scan with one value for each network
visible in the training database. The output of decoder is the reconstructed input from
reduced representation. The HL stands for hidden layer and the numbers in parentheses
represent the number of neurons in the layer
Each WiFi scan contains the signal strength measurements for APs avail-
able in its vicinity, but only a subset of a total number of networks in the
environment are observed. Therefore, it is difficult to propose a reduced higher-
level features for machine learning approaches. Fortunately, we can use stacked
autoencoders [18] for this task and provide raw measurements at DNN input.
Stacked autoencoders (SAE) are parts of the deep network used to reduce the
dimensionality of the input data by learning the reduced representation of the
original data during unsupervised training. The used SAE (blue) with additional
decoder part (red) is presented in Fig. 1. The SAE is learned during unsuper-
vised training and the goal is to train the pair encoder-decoder to achieve the
same information at the output as it was provided as input. Due to the fact that
the dimensionality of the layer between encoder and decoder is smaller than the
size of the input vector, the network has to learn the reduced representation of
information provided at the input.
When the unsupervised learning of weights of SAE is finished, the decoder
part of the network is disconnected and typical fully-connected layers of a deep
network are connected to the output of the encoder (as presented in Fig. 2), that
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Fig. 2. Architecture of DNN with SAE used to classify building and floor based on pro-
vided input WiFi scan. The already pre-trained encoder part is connected to classifier.
The numbers in parentheses represent the number of neurons in the layer
we call the classifier. In Fig. 2, the exemplary classifier part consists of two hidden
layers, but the number of neurons has to be chosen based on the complexity of
the problem. We also employ dropout [19] between hidden layers of the classifier,
which randomly drops connections between layers during training to force the
network to learn redundant representation and thus achieve better generalization
and avoid overfitting. The final output layer is a softmax layer that outputs the
probabilities of a current sample belonging to analyzed classes. If the number of
buildings is denoted by N and the number of floors in a building i is denoted by
Mi, the output layer consists of
∑N
i=1Mi neurons.
Before the supervised learning is performed, the labeled data is divided into
the training, validation, and testing sets. The DNN is learned on training data
with performance checks on validation data, while final performance is provided
based on the testing set. During the training process, weights of SAE learned
during unsupervised training and weights in classifier are modified to create a
final system. In our solution, the training process uses categorical cross entropy
error with the Adam optimizer.
In our work we used Keras library1 for deep neural networks with Tensor-
Flow2 for numerical computation using data flow graphs and Scikit-learn 3 for
typical machine learning operations.
1 https://keras.io/
2 https://www.tensorflow.org/
3 http://scikit-learn.org/
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4 Experimental data
To evaluate proposed algorithms and allow comparison with methods proposed
by other researchers, a large dataset that contains labeled positions and is pub-
licly available is necessary. Fortunately, there is the UJIIndoorLoc dataset [14]
that contains WiFi measurements used during EvAAL competition at IPIN
2015 [12] and is made publicly available4. The dataset consists of 21048 WiFi
scans that are divided into 19937 training and 1111 validation samples that were
recorded in buildings of the University of Jaume I in Spain at the area of al-
most 110000 square meters. The registered data comes from 25 different Android
devices and was recorded with the help of 20 users.
Each scan in the database contains 529 attributes. At the area of operation,
520 different APs were discovered and therefore the first 520 attributes inform
about the received signal strength of those networks. The signal strengths vary
from -104 dBm in a case of poor reception to almost 0 dBm. When AP is
not available, the value of 100 is provided. The remaining 9 attributes contain
information about longitude and latitude of measurement, floor number, building
ID, space ID, relative position, user ID, phone ID and the timestamp of the
measurement.
The public version of UJIIndoorLoc dataset doesn’t contain the testing sam-
ples made available only for the competitors at EvAAL [12]. Therefore, we de-
cided to randomly divide UJI training data samples into training and validation
samples and treat UJI validation data as testing samples. This operation allows
us to reliably compare our results with results obtained by teams participating
in mentioned competition.
The UJIIndoorLoc dataset consists of series of user measurements without
averaging, no dense radio map is available and validation/testing is performed
4 months later than original data gathering. Therefore, the localization on data
from UJIIndoorLoc is challenging, but obtained results can be used to estimate
the real-life performance of the system.
5 Experimental evaluation
5.1 Representing the lack of WiFi signal
Using machine learning approaches for WiFi fingerprinting is challenging as the
number of features (equal to the number of APs) is big comparing to the number
of features containing signal strengths of detected networks. Therefore, the prob-
lem is to define a representation of the lack of measurement for the majority of
features. In the representation used in UJIIndoorLoc, the lack of measurement is
denoted by 100, when measured signals strengths vary from 0 to −104 dBm. In
the performed tests, we assumed that the lack of signal strength measurement is
equal to 100 or assumed that it is equal to −110 dBm, which is a signal weaker
that the weakest signal ever received in the provided dataset. Additionally, we
4 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/UJIIndoorLoc
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scaled the WiFi measurements to have mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 1.
We also tested scaling measurements for each WiFi independently or computed
the same scaling for all WiFi measurements. The influence of those parameters
for floor and building classification problem with the network consisting of SAE
(256-128-64) containing three hidden layers of 256, 128, and 64 neurons, and the
classifier (128-128) with two hidden layers containing 128 and 128 neurons was
measured and is presented in Tab. 1.
Table 1. Achieved correct building and floor recognition rates with different input
data scaling and treatment of the lack of AP measurement
Network used Lack of AP Scaling Validation dataset Testing dataset
SAE (256-128-64)
+
Classifier (128 - 128)
100 Independent 0.973 0.529
-110 Independent 0.996 0.851
100 Joint 0.995 0.845
-110 Joint 0.982 0.911
The obtained results on validation dataset are similar, but the best results
are obtained when each WiFi measurement is scaled in the same way and lack of
AP is represented by a value of -110 dBm. We believe that independent scaling
does not provide expected better results due to the fact that some networks are
underrepresented and thus the proposed scaling is not suitable for WiFi mea-
surements that are out of the range calculated for that network on the basis of
the training samples. The problems with representing the lack of network as 100
dBm might stem from data discontinuity as greater measurements do not mean
better reception, which is not the case for representing a lack of measurement
as -110 dBm.
5.2 Building and floor classification
When it comes to building and floor classification problem, several DNN ar-
chitectures with most distinguishable results are presented in Fig. 3. For each
architecture, we tried different options, adding dropout layers with a percent of
dropped connections varying from 5% to 20% and different values of learning
rates for the Adam optimizer to achieve the best results.
The first two architectures in Fig. 3 are fully-connected neural networks with-
out SAE part. Those networks still can be considered deep neural networks as
these networks utilize dropout to prevent overfitting. Increasing the number of
neurons in those networks resulted in increased correct recognitions on valida-
tion dataset, even up to 98% correct building and floor detections, but performed
significantly worse in a case of independent testing dataset yielding up to 88%.
We believe that 10% difference in performance on validation and testing dataset
is due to the problem that only part of the input vector contains signal strengths
of APs and the rest is equal to no signal strength measurement.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of correct recognition ratios for different DNN architectures eval-
uated in building and floor classification problem obtained on validation and testing
samples. The numbers in parentheses inform about the number of neurons in the hidden
layers.
Therefore, we decided to utilize SAE to efficiently reduce the dimensional-
ity of input vector from 520 networks to 256, 128 and 64 features in different
scenarios. The SAE part was then connected to typical classifier part. The pro-
posed architecture still yields of around 99% of correct recognitions on validation
dataset but allowed to increase the correct recognition rate on testing samples up
to 91%. This proves that SAE learns a simplified representation of input infor-
mation that enables the system to achieve better results than networks without
autoencoders.
Finally, the architecture with the best ratio of correct recognitions, SAE
(256-128-64) + Classifier (128-128), was trained with the same parameters on
training and validation data. The recognition test was then performed on the
testing samples yielding 92% correct building and floor recognitions. The naive
approach that finds the most similar scan in training samples based on Euclidean
distance resulted in only 75% correct recognitions. Comparing to results obtain
during EvAAL competition, the competing teams achieved results from around
87% to 96% percent, but on the original testing dataset that was unavailable to
the authors of the article. Nevertheless, achieved results suggest that the DNN
approach might achieve comparable results to state-of-the-art systems that took
months to carefully develop and tune.
6 Conclusions
Applying deep learning to WiFi fingerprinting allowed to achieve a system that
estimates floor and building on the publicly available dataset with the accu-
racy that is comparable to state-of-the-art approaches, but allows to reduce the
needed effort as no additional tuning or filtering is needed. The application of
stacked autoencoders (SAE) for WiFi feature space reduction results in deep net-
works that can be easier to learn and perform better on the testing dataset. The
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future work will focus on using deep learning for estimating the final X, Y posi-
tion of the user by solving the regression problem, and on applying the proposed
DNN architecture for estimating the user position inside smaller clusters/areas
defined at each floor.
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